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 Abstract 
     The problem of a three-dimension flow is considered by extending the 
method of a two-dimensional solution described in the previous paper. The calcula-
tion shows that the behaviour due to an isolated circular mountain is somewhat 
similar to that of a long ridge. The non-wave term which represents a local 
disturbance dies out away from the mountain. The lee-waves which decay 
down-stream are contained in a wedge on the down-side. The angle of the wedge is 
determined by the character of the air stream and in the limiting case of a 
constant wind stream it becomes zero, from which it may be concluded that lee-
waves are contained in a strip. As in the case of the long ridge, the circular 
mountain solution gives the resonance effect with change of mountain radius.
1 Introduction 
    Part 1 of this series of papers contained a theoretical analysis of the two-
dimensional f ow over the ridge, assuming a frictionless steady motion and a constant 
wind shear. It is desirable to apply this analysis to three-dimensional disturbances. 
    SCORER (1956), and SCORER and  WILKINSON (1956) have investigated istur-
bances in three-dimensions, integrating the single- or two-layer solution over an infinite 
number of ridges at all angles to the undistrubed stream to produce flows over circular 
and oval hills. Here an isolated hill produces a lee-wave pattern very similar to water 
wave produced by a ship moving across the surface of deep water and these are contain-
ed in a wedge behind the hill. 
   Recently CRAPPER (1959) has obtained a three-dimensional solution for lee-waves 
assuming a constant parameter  12-=giVic2. He calculated the solution for a doublet 
disturbance and for a circular mountain. The results show that the lee-waves pro-
duced behind the circular mountain decay down stream and are not contained in a 
wedge but in a strip. They also show that the circular mountain can give rise to waves 
which have greater amplitude than those produced by the infinite ridge under the same 
conditions. The non-wave disturbance is no longer symmetrical and the waves decay 
like  x--312. The amplitude increases with height as far as the solution holds, and when 
y increases the amplitude falls off very rapidly. 
   The object of this paper is to extend the two-dimensional solution by use of the 
Fourier transformation to obtain the flow over the circular hill in an air stream in which 
the parameter vaires with height. LONG (1953) showed that the equations for two-
dimensional flow in a stable stratified liquid were linear in certain cases, even when the
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amplitude was large. The three-dimensional disturbances with a large amplitude are 
no longer epresented by such a simple linear equation and we are obliged to consider 
a small perturbation over a small circular hill. When a mountain extends to a large 
horizontal scale the effect of the earth's rotation is not negligible, but this is beyond 
the scope of the present paper. 
2 Equation of motion 
    We shall assume steady disturbances with small amplitudes which are in a steady 
main-stream flowing in the same direction (x-axis) at all levels. The perturbed 
equations of motion are  written  : 
                au'a 4 1 315'   4  +w'+  — f v' =0 , (1)             axazpax 
 a  vr 1 a'   4  +  -+ fu' + -L f tic= o, (2) 
          ax p  ax  ii 
          aw'P'1 =0, (3)ap'                 4  +  g +               a
xI)-fiaz 
                    au' av'aw' =g w,,      +  +(4)             a
xay a  zc2 
            P3                                          irs            +13w' =0 . (5)              3 x
Where the customary notations are used, and the equation of continuity and the 
physical equation for adiabatic motion are given by neglecting small terms (ScoRER 
1955, p. 553). 
   The solution of equations  (1)-(5) may be obtained by the Fourier transformation, 
when small disturbances permit representations as follows  :
 u' =  U  (z)  exp  (i  Ex+  iy  y) 
 v'  = V (z) exp  (1  Ex  +  i  n  y) 
 w'  =  W(z)  ,, (6) 
 p'  ---  P  (z) ff 
 P'  .-=  12  (z)  - 
Equations (1)-(5) become new equations each involving only one independent variable, 
z. A simplified solution may be given. Near the ground surface, w vanishes at  z=0 
or has a smaller value when z is small, so that (4) may be written 
                        W  iU+iriV- -a(7) 
                                         az '
If we remove the variable U and V from (1), (2) and (7), we get 
 #  ('2  42  _  /2)  aw+p(lUi-413-21-a  z4au+f216--inf-azu-)W—IE(2+722)1413—o.  az 
In the atmosphere considered in this paper, the horizonital scale is small enough to 
make Coriolis's parameter f negligible (a<f/u, a is represented in (21)), so that 
 Ezio>f  2 and  1E2a.aa/azi>177+4/31,  If2P1,  172.1.a/Vaz1, then our equation becomes a
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 simlpe form, 
      a2-w(5,gwF2,72iggtv±iinw =  0  . (8) 
    a2c2) az1.)tit  a z 
This has been obtained by CRAPPER (1959). It is noted that this equation is invalid 
when z is large or a is too large. 
   The vertical displacement of a streamline from its original position is 
 (x,  y    d  x  , (9) 
so that we have 
32-Cz(1aft gg  a ,+772fly+172\1(p+34 I=0 . az.fta zP c2 az42) t  Y1c2az1 
                                          (10)
This is an equation in the three-dimensional tmosphere and it may be reduced to 
a two-dimensional equation by putting  '7=0. 
   We have much interest in the shearing flow. As in the previous paper we examine 
the simplified equation, 
          32
z2azftz34   +                azve+77fig(e+7/2)} = 0(11)   a/-42 
   When windis represented by 
 tit  =  A  (L  +  z)  =  A  L  s (12) 
The solution of (11) is written by 
                   =  S-1/2Zig  fi (e+772)112 s} = (13) 
where 
                 = 12 772 —1                                      /2  = fig 
              4 A2 ' 
      1 and Z is the cylindrical function. We can safely assume the perturbation to be 
negligible at the remote altitude, and we have 
 =  s-1I2Kiq,  (14) 
where K is the modified Bessel function of the third kind. 
   The general solution forthesimplified equation is given  by 
            —S-1/2rr8A,77) Kf(E2 +,72)1/2 sld77. . (15) 
                             - where A  ,  77) is the arbitrary function of and  n. We must determine A  ,  n) by the 
boundary condition at the surface. 
   Other variables may beobtained as  follows  : From (10), (3) and (5), we have
    n  70 =       a
x 
 P  a  x2
—_11-g±d z 
   42
(16)
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, which is  unique can  b 
 /4' = ur+ /4R
 tal ind is complicated. From (1), (2), and (16), we have 
au' av' a (N- 
ax +  ay4            az ax)                           (17)
 av' au' ____  aff  
 ax ay  az ay 
 , n  e represented by the sum of the two parts, 
ld-u  and v'  =  vf+vR (18)
where
and
 ui             a             
 3(f) 
            VI—             a
y 
  a2 rf,   +a2a (1._ta  )  a  x'       a y2  ax 
 a lir  U  R  3  7
        vR—   a  x 
 a2   a2  Alf  au  a  
 a  x2  a  yz  az ay  ' 
 [on must be solved to determine the horizontal wind 
circular hill 
 ith  the  simplest  isolated  circular  hill.  The  extensio 
 hree-dimensional  mountain  is  important  but  it  is  di: 
 ee  the  physical  meaning,  because  the  double  integn 
 iation  is  complex,  which  will  two  parameters  to va 
 ict our study to a circular hill, which is given by 
   as h 
 /2 ±x2+y2)3/ 2 
 h  a2  roo  e_  a  (0+0)1/2  cos  E  x  cos  77  y  d  d  . 
 n-  Jo 0 
 le hill at height h/23/2.
(19)
(20)
So that, Poisson's  equati . 
3 The solution for a 
  We are concerned  w n of the 
solution to the general  t]  fficult o 
find a suitable form to  s  ral of the 
inverse Fourier  transformation  ry. For 
this reason we shall  restri 
                H  (x,  y)  (a2 + x2+ y2)3I2 
 —  2  ,2)1/2COS 
   (21) 
Here a is the radius of  ti l i t /2. 
   We then have 
       2 h 7rce2 i8K if(e (2+,72)1/21,a,,E2+2)1/2 
                       ,t(e+772)1/2):e'Icos x'cosy'd . (22)           eil2JOJO  Kig 
where 
 e  —s ,a, soa,x',y', and  so 1  +  H  .    soso so 
By transformation 
 E  =  k  cos  0 and  k  sin (23)
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(22) becomes 
 7r e1/2J0J0/2K (6()k  e-  a'  k[cos  fk(x' cosy'  sin  0)  }                  K„ 
 ±  cos  fk  (x'  cos  0  —  y'  sin  0)1]  d  k  d  . 
   We shall evaluate the following integral 
 M f'D Kiq (6 k)e-"+"d  k. 
                       o K iq (k) 
When 1 is large, we have 
 M—  Kil  sec  9(6  k)1,•                                              k ea-Firkdk.J
O  Kii  Sec 0  (k)
 Kitsce  o(k) has an infinite number of real possitive zeros 
(see the previous papers § 2). We deform the path into the 
lower half-plane (r < 0) or the upper half-plane (r > 0) as 
shown in fig. 1. If we evaluate the integral, we shall reach 
the embarrassing conclusion that lee-waves occur with equal 
amplitude on both sides of the mountain. We must assume 
some techniques for making the choice of which the final 
results is really determined by deciding on which side of 
the mountain, windward or leeward, lee-waves occur. If 
these are not acceptable on the wind side, we are obliged to 
take 
 M  MN  +  2  z  i  X  2' residues  r  >  0,  x  >  0 
 =  MN  r  >  0,  x<0 
 MN'-27rixE residues r < 0,  x> 0 
 M  r  <  0,  x  <  0 
where 
 MN  ----- and M= 
 c2 J  ci 
Since the circle part gives no contribution in the limit, 
 MN —J1()Hti/1sec0(ek)                                      kak±rd k                         0 Hill sec(k) 
Owing to the symmetrical property  M  N(r)=M  (-r), it is sufficient 
r<0. The major contribution to the value of the integral arise 
of the point at which the phase is stationary, and in the first app 
tribution of stationary point is more important. The stationary 
by  k=0, which is shown by the same method as in the  two-dimen: 
 When k is small we will write  Hill  sec  0(6k)  /11i11 see  (k) in a sii 
stituting the simple form into (29), we have 
 eii  sec  o   F (1, —1+1 sec 0; 1 +1 sec 0;   
 (7—i  a)2+62-12 (r
 C,
 C
2.
(24)
(25)
(26)
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Fig. 1. Contour used 
 for integration with 
  respect to  a.k
(27)
(28)
    e-'"+"  d  (29) 
 11A- ), o evaluate (29) for 
 i l i s from the vicinity 
y,  i  t  first roximation the con-
ant. point is represented 
d i i sional flow. 
 k)/Hal  mple form and sub-
, 
 o;  sec ; 0_1  r—i  a)2+e2—  1 ) 
                  (30)
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 by the same method as in the previous paper (eq. 28). 
    The hypergeometric function F can be approximated for special cases. When  z 
 is small. 
 F  (1,  —   21 +iq; 1+iq; 1  
                                      1 
                                                       1z.                                        1 + i q
 Then 
 sec 0 
 MN(31)         E2_  1                       — a)2   
                                        2 1-1-i/secio
When z  1  , we have 
 F  (1,  —1/2  +  iq;  1+iq;  z)=  2  iql1  —  (izq—i7rqz)112, 
then 
                2 i1sec0 Eilsec ür (a+i r)  1  sec0 11/21     MA—1—17r(32)             E2— 1 e2— 1 
This expression (31) is adequate when  E is not too large, but (32) is not a suitable ap-
proximation to the case even when it is large, because (24) is valid only when E is not 
large. No suitable approximation has been found to cover all cases. 
    Next, we must evaluate the integration with respect to  0. 
For  x'  cos  6'  y'  sin  0  a2   62—  ,
             L— ei  /  sec 0loge
              o (x'cos 0yisin 0 —i a')23 62— 1
                                    2  1+i/sece
 eiz sec  Blog  e   d  
 20.(33)  (
x' cos 0 — y' sin 01—i a')23  6— 1   2  1+i/
secO 
When  I  x'  cos  0±-  y'  sin  0  —ia  12>  e2  sec  0  I  , we can safely neglect the term 3/2  
•  E2—l/Hil sec  0. This assumption gives a good approximation when it is large, as this 
behaviour in the two-dimension flow is deduced by SAWYER (1960). Substituting 
 x'  = —r cos  6 and y' =  —r sin  3 , 
(33) becomes 
                         Lp72-8 ei / log esec (0-5)  d .                                           (34)                       (
r cos 0+i a)2 
This integration can be integrated by deforming the contour in the complex plane of 
0, thus the non-wave term, is given by 
 h  a3 1  log  e sin (7t/2+a+i ,it loge sec (e/2+5-1-icr)  = e112JrIL  (R2±a2)/23 (R2+a2) a cos'(7r/2+3+i0-)- 
            R 1  log  E  sin3                           sinLIloge sec(7t 8)11, (35) 
           R24-a2R2cos2(7r/2-3) a22 
where 
              R =  (x2  -1-y2)1/2 and sinh  o =
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Since we obtain (35) by assuming large r from (30), the expression is valid for large R. 
When R is small, (35) does not give a good approximation. 
   To find an approximation for large z, now, assuming  e2-1 >  I r cos  8 +  is  1  2, by 
using (32) we see that 
 L=fw/2  2  il  sec  0 ei  log  e sec  0 Fi_F2[  r 1sec (at +ix' cos 0-1-i y' sin 0) y12} d 8.   -w/2 ez___1 e2_  1 
where 
                          1 _L_,;1   (r +ia)2               F=-2'-F(1,—4,2 '  e2  —  1  +  (r  +  a)2 
and 
                    33r+a)2                F
2Fsec 0,—•                             2                           2'' 6—(1.+(r+ia)2  ) • 
An asymptotic expansion may be useful if the method of the stationary phase is ap-
plied. The stationary point of 1 log  E sec  8 is  zero  , then 
  N = 
       4ihlij2a'2 ein(1)oge  ( 2g cn- )1/2e7ri,IF1(0 — 0) —prl(a+ilr)2r2F2(0 = 0)1 .                                                      c2 
                                        (36) 
Especially for large  E, we have 
 4  ihlat2eii  log  e+r/4  i (  2  n.  V/2  -
1^1 =(37)                         02(0 -1) ./loge) 
   Non-wave term  t-N can be evaluated for the disturbance near the surface, (35) or 
in the upper layer (36). But for the intermediate height, no useful approximation has 
been found. Accordingly we must estimate  tN by interpolation. It is remembered 
that (36) is obtained by assuming the approximation (31) which is valid for not large 
 E. It is desirable to find a more adequate approximation to cover all cases. 
   We are more interested in the wave term  a'jf which comes from theresidues at the 
poles, (27), and which occurs only when x>0. We can then write
 211i  a'2  Kit see  a(6  k„,)   k
ne-akn+ir  kn"s  (e-6)  d  0  . (38)  el/2  [   a  Kil sec 0  (k)] 
                     a k 
The residue cannot be represented by simple analytical function of  8, so that the 
integral (38) must evaluated by the numerical calculation. 
   It is true that lee-waves are composed of an infinite number of harmonic waves, 
but really they consist of only a few waves. When  k„ is small, we see that 
 kn  2  e(y—m  IT)/1  see  0 (39) 
where 
 I'  (1+  i sec  0)  =  ea-FY  . 
Then the wave term becomes
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 =  a   2  i  h  a'22 _,+r/2 Kil sec 8 (6lon)  kne'ku+kn"s('-') d 0 .  i/2I                  n=0-'r/2  [ Kilsec 0(k)1 
                        ak
        i h a  ='2(El+ 2.2)  (40) 
Substituting exp  (—n7t/l sec  0)=--t, 2'2 is transformed into an integral form, and becomes 
 r 
 fr/2 
 Ki  1sec  9 (e k  sin (1 sec 0  log  e)  
           -7'12 [  aKJ/sece(k)1-(a—ir cos (8-6)1 
             3 kk--=kn 
                                                     1 e —a-Fircos(0- S)1k, 
                                                                         • 
             et- a+ tirco(0   d8  . (41)  {—a+i  r  cos  (0  —6)}k„, 
Especially for large a or exp  2'2 tends to zero. And for this reason we con-
sider only  Er 
   It is interesting to note that the amplitude of the lee-wave decreases with height 
but is oscillating. This result is similar to that obtained by SCORER and WILKINSON 
(1956) and the two-dimensional solution. But it is widely different from  CRAPPER'S 
(1959) results, which show the amplitude of the waves increases with height as far as 
his solution holds. We expect that the amplitude in the upper layer can hardly be 
appreciated so that CRAPPER'S solution seems to contradict the common sense in 
physics. 
   For a large value of r asymptotic expression may be given. For example, if  V=3 
and  a=1, it is sufficient o consider only  ko(0), which can be approximated by (see § 4). 
 k  o(0)  ko(sec  0)7/4  , ko  —  1.02  . (42) 
From this we can obtain the approximated value using the principle of the stationary 
phase. Putting 
 f(0) r  ho cos  (0  —6)  (sec  0)7/4  , 
the stationary point 00 is the root of the equation 
 - 11  sin  8 + sin  (2  0o-8)  =  0  . 
                  3 
   Near the centre of the stream  s=0,  d3f  /d03 is zero. Then we have a good estima-
tion 
              4 ih a'2  Ki  sec  00  (e  k0) 
"k. e _ a kor 2 (cos  00)11/4  11/2               2[
80i-'se"Kira)L(1?)]           -rcc)s(2 00-8)                                                  k=40 
                           cos (0o-8)-           exp  rk
o+  i(43)                          (cos 0
0)11/4 4• 
The decrease in amplitude of the lee-wave is like  r-712, which differs from that of an 
infinite ridge whose amplitude does not decrease in the downstream direction. 
   When  6 increases  d3f  Id02 is no longer zero, but the third term has a small value
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and (44) may be useful in evaluating the integral. When  8 increases to  sin-1.3/11, 
 d2f  /c102  =0 and this is the maximum value which has a stationary point. When  8 in-
creases above this value, there is no stationary value and the integral may become negli-
gible on account of interference. This means that there is no wave outside the wedge 
bounded by the maximum values of  6„,(=-15.8°). When  6=15.8°  , and if the derivatives 
higher than 3 are zero, we can presume  <5  ei°51  d3  f Id°3  . 0. Then we presume thatJ  
the lee-wave tends to zero as  8 approaches  15.8°. We may safely conclude that there is 
no disturbance outside the wedge bounded by the maximum value of  8. 
    This result is essentially similar to that obtained by SCORER and WILKINSON 
(1956) but differs from that by CRAPPER (1959), who shows that the waves are not 
contained in a wedge but in a strip. The investigation of this problem will be the 
subject of the next section. 
   CORBY and WALLINGTON (1956) have investigated the amplitude of the two-layer 
solution for the two-dimensional motion and they show that the amplitude varies with 
the width of the ridge.  b---k-1 is the optimum width for the particular lee-wave num-
ber to excite the largest amplitude as far as  It is constant, and they likened the effect 
near this value to  "resonance". Thus the width is the important parameter of the 
ridge as far as wave amplitude is concernced, although increasing the height of the ridge 
for fixed b increases the amplitude in proportion. For the three-dimensional motion 
CRAPPER has obtained the same effect. We shall be concerned with this case. The 
lee-wave amplitude behind a long ridge is proportional to  hbe-kl) whereas that produced 
by an isolated circular hill is proportional to ha2  e-ak  . The maximum at  a=2  /1? is 
obtained and the amplitude falls off sharply for narrower or broader hills. So that a 
 "resonance" of the air stream with the mountain produces large amplitude waves in 
two- or three-dimensions, and in the constant or varing wind stream. 
   The horizontal components of wind are determined by (19) and  (20). Owing to 
complexity in determining then we shall consider it qualitatively. The disturbance 
near the  surface is given by 
 h  a3   ra,  e-  i  I  log  ssec  (—/r/2-1-  cr)  (44)  (
x2+y2+  a2)3/2  "
where angle  8 is measured as usuall and r  >  0. From (44) we see that a source is on the 
windward side of an isolated hill and a sink is on the lee side. It seems that the air 
passes partly round the sides of the hill. But the stream lines are not symmetric to 
 8  =7/./2, which fact is caused by wave terms. The convergence r gion is bounded in 
the lee side of a hill and its area is small but its intensity is strong. As a result of this 
the converged air produces the strong surface wind on the lee slopes. These  effects 
remain unchanged for non-dimensional distance  r/a but increase with the atmospheric 
stability. This means that the air flow round an isolated hill seems to be the same in 
form whether the shape of the  hill is broad or sharp, but when the air is stably 
stratified the stream is apt to avoid going over the summit and it makes strong surface 
wind on the leeward side of the hill. These results are essentially corresponding to the 
study of SCORER (1955).
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4 The solution for a constant wind stream 
    In section 3, we have a solution for ashearing air stream. The non-wave t rm is 
symmetrical to x and decays like  x-3/2, the amplitude dereases with height but oscil-
lates. But CRAPPER (1959) shows that the non-wave term is no longer symmetrical. 
We are more interested here in the wave term. SCORER and  WILKINSON (1956) show 
that lee-waves are contained ina wedge behind ahill, decrease in amplitude with height 
and decay downstream like  x-112. Whereas CRAPPER'S solution is somewhat different 
from the others' : lee-waves are not contained in a wedge but in a strip determined by
a, waves decay like  X-3/2 and increase with height. 
   It is noted that their model atmospheres and methods of approximation are not 
identical. SCORER and  WILKINSON studied the two-layer air stream flowing over a 
circular hill given by 
                          H a2      H(45) 
                                  x2±y2+a2 
They used the polar coordinates and estimated the lee-waves by applying the method 
of stationary phase on integration with respect to angle. On the other hand CRAPPER 
considered the disturbance under a constant air stream flowing over an isolated hill 
given by (21). He approximated l e-waves in the Cartesian coordinates. In this paper 
we obtain a solution for an air stream with a constant wind shear over a hill of the 
same shape as studied by CRAPPER. Lee-waves are obtained by the method of 
stationary phase. It may be suggested that this result is caused by the method of 
approximation a d by the model atmosphere. 
   First, the solution for a constant wind stream is given by considereing the limiting 
case,  e=--1 and large 1, then from (34) we have 
 2  h  a,2 rw/2  eT  il(e–  1) sec (0+8)— for7r/280   d  0  .06)              7te"2LE/2 (—rcost)-via)a + for  7C  >  8  >7r/2  . 
and from (40) and (41) the wave term becomes, by neglecting any small error, 
 2  ih  a(2 fir/2 e–271(e-1) sec (0+8
  = 
        n' el"--%/2—Y cos 0 + i a)2d 0 
    J  1  
                                    e–(a-Fircostl)ko sin  it(6-1)  sec  0} d ,  —7  cos  0--a  (r  cos  0+a2) a2) 
                                          (47)
where  8 is measured as usual. From (46) and (47) we see that
2  a'27t fr/2 
J ar/2 
 r/ 
 —  it/2 
 —  leo
 e-  il(2-1)  sec  (0+8)
 7C E112
2a'2h
 (-7  cos  0+1 a)2 
 e-il(g  —1)  sec  (0+6)
 dB
 (—r  cos  0+1a)2
 d
 71"    8  ,
 +I
7t  61/2 
 it/2  F
. 
 /r/2  L  (ircos0+a)2
 7>8>0  >0 
2 -
 i  cos  0  +  a
 e  (a+  i"  e"  8)k  0 sin [1 sec  0 (e  —  1)] d  61- 
                (48)
 equation  Kig(k)=0  or  we  approxi-
mate 
q+-y [ 3(n —--)77t1kn_,1/3  .                                2/3 
 (49) 
Fig. 2 shows the zeros of  K  g(k)  . If 
the relation between the largest zero 
 ko and 0 is approximated by 
 k0(0) =  ko(sec  , (50) 
 p is given by 
             1.211   v 1 + 
 0.606  +  (ko)2/8  •
   We shall estimate the wave term 
using the method of the stationary 
phase. A stationary point of  g(0)=1 
 sin  8  +-  - 
An asymptotic expansion for wave tei 
 2  ihce2
L.—1?-0(sec                  012air co  
 X [27r(cos 00)1)+1  
               7 k0(v-1)  cos  (2  00 
 X (sec  Oo)v + —4i} sir                            7t.- 
The decrease in amplitude of  lee-wal 
 to CRAPPER'S. 
   When  a increases to  sin-1.  V  —  1/, 
value in which lee-waves are  contair 
shown as  follows  :
1  1  3
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The first term which is not symmetric to x corresponds  to CRAPPER'S non-wave term 
and the second to the wave term. 
   The modified Bessel function  K  g(k) may be given by an asymptotic expansion 
for large value of q 
 kig(k) k sin k7r e-112%  sin  [k  (sinhKK Cosh  ,c)+7r4-] , 
where 
 q  =  k  cosh  K 
From this we obtain the roots of the 
 nnatinn  -lk.1=0  n  VITP  nnrclvi-  100  r  -
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   Fig. 2. Zeros of themodified Bessel 
           function  Kig(k) 
 1+8)4(0) is given by 
 (2  00+l)=  0  . (51) 
and in the same way as for 1=3, is  
1  
 (ir  cos(00+3)+a)2] 
/2 excos (00+8) ykk—a   p  (cos 00)''oo 
 6)0(e-1)1  . (52) 
probably like which corresponds 
 d2f(0)1d02= 0 and this is the maximum 
The angle of the wedge of lee-waves is 
10 30  00
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  v
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                                  v rm, fou  
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      p 
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This means that the wave is negligible, unless it is very near the central plane, for large 
 1 and we may safely say that lee-waves are confined in a strip under a constant wind 
stream, which is found by CRAPPER. But for varing wind velocity lee-waves are con-
fined in a wedge which is determined by Reynold's number. 
5 Example 
   As an example we shall consider the following case,  1=3,  a=1(km), km and 
k=0.5 (km). In this case a is the adequate value to produce the lee-waves. 
   First, the vertical displacement will be calculated. Figs. 3-6 show flow patterns 
in the various planes  8=0,  30°,  60° and 90°, respectively. Near the summit (for small 
r) the disturbances are nearly represented by the non-wave term which is predominent 
over the wave term. These amplitudes decrease with altitude and we can hardly ap-
preciate waves in the upper layer higher than z=7. In general, however, the vertical 
displacement over an isolated hill is larger than that over a  long ridge. 
   The feature of the disturbance in the various planes, evenin the central plane, 
 8=0, differs markedly from the two-dimensional solution. In order to draw  compari-
sons the two-dimensional displacement, corresponding to this example, is shown in Fig. 
3. From this figure we see a remarkable point, that for the three-dimensional motion in 
the central plane,  8=0, there are only upward displacements in the windward, whereas 
for the two-dimensional motion the vertical displacement varies its sign alternatively 
decreasing with height. When  8 increases the downward displacement appears near 
r=1 and it has the maximum value at  8=90°. 
   We shall be concerned with this feature. The air flowing over a very long ridge 
cannot avoid the barrier and flows across the ridge. Whereas for the air flowing over 
an isolated hill, as seen in the previous ection, it is possible to avoid the summit and
                   z 
 1 
h
Fig. 3. Displacements of steram lines in the central plane,  6=0, computed 
        for a t ypical airstream,  1= 3,  a--1, h  =0.5. Two-dimensional 
       solution is shown by broken lines for comparison(b=  1).
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Displacements of stfream lines computed 
for the same airsteram as illustrated in 
Fig. 3, but  5=7r/6. 
z
 -JO  5  0  5  IC
Fig. 5. Displacements 
 6=7r/3.
of stream lines for
8
 6
 /0  -6  0  5  /0 
                   Fig. 6. Displacements of stream lines for  6=Z/2. 
flows over the foot of the hill. It is expected  th  at the flow pattern passing the foot of 
an isolated hill resembles the two-dimensional flow. In Fig. 7 the displacement in the 
vertical plane y=1 is shown. In this figure we see that this feature resembles that 
over a long ridge, excluding remote points from the summit. This suggests that the 
three dimensional flow differs from that of the two dimensional, and that the air flow 
over the isolated hill at  x=0, except the summit, resembles that over a long ridge, 
which fact is not contradictory to the common sense in physics. 
   The next feature is that the disturbance is not symmetric to and in the lee-side 
the strong surface wind may  be expected. This symmetry is caused by the wave 
term, and in the lee ward the lee-waves appear to be contained in the wedge. The
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Fig. 7. Displacements of tream lines Fig. 8. Horizontal wind components and stream 
      in the plane  y=1. lines along the plane  z,„=1.1. 
lee-waves decreases with height and also decreases with  x-1/2, which was mentioned in 
§ 4. The amplitudes of the lee-waves are small compared with those produced by a 
long ridge, except hose near the direct down-wind of the hill crest or within one or two 
wavelengths of the lee-waves. This results is essentially similar to that of SCORER and 
WALLINGTON (1956), but not in agreement with CARPPER'S solution. His results show 
that the amplitudes are larger than those produced by the long ridge under the same 
condition, and decay like  x-2/3. The waves are not contained in a wedge but in a 
strip, as discussed in § 5, and the width of the strip is determined by the mountain 
width. The amplitude of the lee-waves increases with height as far as his solution 
holds. This last behaviour is contradictory to our opinion that disturbance is negli-
gible at infinite height. I suppose that these features are caused by the method of 
approximation, but further studies are needed. 
   The wavelength of the lee-wave is similar to that over a long ridge. And it has 
been seen that the amplitude is dependent on mountain width. As shown in § 4 the 
resonance ffect is needed to produce large amplitude waves. b  =  k-1 is the value which 
excites the largest amplitude lee-waves behind a long ridge, but  a=2k-1 is the optimum 
value for those produced  .by an isolated circular hill. In this example the width b  1 
is not optimum to produce the maximum amplitude, whereas for the two-dimensional 
solution it is the value which excits the largest amplitude lee-wave. For this reason 
it is not correct to form a general relationship of amplitude between the two-
dimensional solution and the three-dimensional. However under these conditions it 
seems to be true that the circular mountain gives rise to smaller waves than the long 
ridge, except near the summit. This is probably because the waves spread out in a 
wedge and thus all the energy of the waves diverges to a wide area behind an isolated 
hill. 
   Next, the other quantities will be deduced from the displacement of streamlines. 
The most interesting quantities is the horizontal wind component, which can be 
evaluated by (19) and (20). The Poisson's equation must be solved. It is difficult to 
find an  exact solution and an approximation method may be useful. In general the 
difference method is the only method to solve them, which is often used to the 
numerical prediction. A stream function and a velocity potential are determined by
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solving Poission's equation. Fig. 8 shows the wind components. From these figures 
we see that the stream is apt to avoid over a summit and the converged air produces 
the strong surface wind on lee slopes, which is not clearly on the upper layer. 
6 Conclusion 
   Following the method used in the two-dimensional solution we have obtained the 
solution for three-dimensional flow over an isolated circular hill. From this solution 
for a constant wind shear we see small amplitude disturbances which are represented 
by the summation of two terms, the non-wave term and the wave term. The non-
wave term represents a disturbance near the hill and decays like r-312 as those given 
by CRAPPER. As it increases the amplitude falls off rapidly, and we hardly appreciate 
waves at higher levels. The wave term represents lee-waves behind the hill which 
decay like  r-112. This computed displacement of the stream lines from the horizontal 
depends on the variation of wind and of static stability with height, and on the shape 
of the hill. It is interesting that the lee-waves are contained in a wedge, whose angle 
is determined by the character of the air steram. For an air stream of high stability 
the lee-waves occur in a narrow wedge, and for the limitation of the constant wind 
stream they are contained in a strip. These results probably support the conclution 
by SCORER and  WILKINSON and also that by CRAPPER. 
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